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Dear Parents/Carers and Students,
First of all, I would like to wish you a Happy New Year. This time
of year is extremely busy in school, and our Senior students
should hopefully be working hard, revising for Prelims that have
been taking place this month. Following this, most subjects have
coursework elements that have to be completed by March, so I
would expect students to be focused and engaged on their work
at this vital time.
We have had a number of incidences this last month or so, where
a sibling has come to the office to let us know of an absence. It
is the requirement that a Parent/Carer let us know, as we cannot
accept the word of another pupil. Can I ask that parents
therefore telephone the school on the day of the absence to
inform us, or if this is an appointment, contact us by email or
letter in advance, or on the day.
It has now been a year since the HMIE inspection report was
published, and later in the newsletter, I have highlighted some of
the ways in which the school has progressed over the last 12
months. I have also set up a Parents survey, which I would be
grateful if you could complete by Monday 4th February.

https://goo.gl/forms/veGScD7GfgcMdIRP2
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Finally, we look forward to the end of the month, where a quarter
of our school head off to take part in a snow sports course in
France, either learning a new skill, or improving their skiing
technique, while hopefully seeing some French culture, sampling
the cuisine, and practicing their language skills on the slopes.
Mr A Breen, Acting Head Teacher
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1 year on: How GHS has been progressing
 The vision and values of the school have been established and shared with
students, staff and parents/carers. The vision, values and aims are starting to
permeate the wider life of the school through the daily bulletin, assemblies and
new pupil and staff ICT portal
 The establishment of a weekly staff bulletin, daily Pupil Bulletin and a monthly
newsletter continues to improve communication and strengthen links with the
whole school community so that all stakeholders are involved in working to
improve the life and work of the school.
 Drop-in sessions have been started as another avenue to support engagement and
communication with parents.
 A new faculty system has been designed to support pupils and staff, and enhance
the courses offered in school. Principal teachers work closely with Senior
Leadership as part of the Extended Leadership Team to make improvements.
 Staff continue to develop an increased awareness of various data sources to
support our pupils, and lead to school improvement.
 Teachers engage in review meetings; classroom observations; departmental
attainment and achievement meetings; learning conversations.
 Parents evenings have been arranged earlier in the evening, and in the multipurpose hall, to allow more streamlined appointments. Positive feedback
obtained from parents and
staff afterwards.
 Senior and Junior
Pupil Council and Learning
Councils explore their
views on learning and
teaching, and asked their
opinions on a range of
ideas to improve the
school.
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 Consultation is ongoing around the criteria for effective learning and teaching with
pupils and staff and a Learning Framework has been established (see below).
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 Roll-out of the Chromebooks
for all has ensured that all students have
the capabilities to engage with homework
tasks, and the use of google classroom
has been implemented in all classes.
All teachers have had professional
learning around G-Suite (including
Classroom) and are engaging with
Classroom, providing revision material,
homework and student support resources
regularly.
Positive relationships in classrooms continue to be a feature of learning and
teaching in our school.
Learning conversations are structured throughout the school calendar to provide
support for students in their learning pathway and steps to success
Tracking and monitoring reports are now issued twice a year for all year groups.
Target setting is now in place for senior pupils, and S1-3 pupils are currently
involved in setting their targets with teachers in each subject.
Senior staff have learning conversations
with senior students who are
underachieving, providing mentoring to help them achieve their potential.
A range of strategies are in place to allow Gàidhlig /Gaelic to be embedded in the
school, meeting the local priority. This includes running a number of GM events,
such as Film G, Gaelic debating and offering links with Spors.
 Staff continue to offer many
opportunities
for
wider
achievement, such as Duke of
Edinburgh, John Muir, Outdoor
learning,
Film
G,
Youth
Philanthropy
Initiative, Music
opportunities, Sports, Leadership
 A number of new awards
have been offered to students in
Senior school, such as the SQA
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Leadership award, Work Placement award, Modules at UHI, REHIS Food
Hygiene Certificate
The development of the curriculum to tie in with the Highland Council Virtual
school model, enabling students to pick a number of subjects at N5, H and AH
level, and working with WHC to provide opportunities for Foundation
Apprenticeships.
Pupils have engaged with Live-N-Learn
Growth Mindset workshops, to enable them
to focus on their achievements, provide
support to help them set goals and
celebrate success both in school work and
extra-curricular activities. Weekly Growth
mindset messages are shared as part of the
students Registration, and are displayed in the Multi-Purpose Hall.
A Support Worker has been employed 1 day per week to engage with and provide
extra support for those who require it.
Community resilience- The school has been identified as a pathfinder school in the
Education Scotland programme, and we are currently working on improving our P7
transition programme to develop community resilience strategies with regards to
social isolation
Following training, 2 members of staff provide nurture time to some of our pupils.
The school has introduced a ‘mental health’ first aider to support pupils
Subject areas such as Art, Drama, Music, PE, and PSHE support the Health and
Wellbeing of our pupils through mindfulness activities, Brain break activities, being
Physically active; Social, interaction skills; Mental, concentration and decision
making; Emotional, dealing with feelings of frustration, happiness
Working with the Youth Action Team on substance misuse issues

 Staff Leadership Groups are firmly established that contribute to whole school
improvements, this year in the following areas;
o
o
o
o

Learning and Teaching
Numeracy
Literacy
Developing the Young Workforce
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Celebrating Success at GHS
On the 7th of December ‘C for Craic’ played alongside Gizzenbriggs from Tain
Royal Academy in the Eastgate Centre in Inverness. We collaborated to raise
money for the charity, Childrens 1st. Performing to a larger audience was a huge
step for us as a group- as we’re used to performing at local ceilidhs and school
events. Overall we raised over £600 for Childrens 1st, who support abused and
neglected children. We would like to thank Rhona who organised the trip for us
and Mrs Gudgeon for driving the bus - it was an amazing opportunity for the group
and one that we will never forget!
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S1 Wider Achievement
Our pupils in S1 have been working with
parent Bob McKenzie and Mr Gorman
on a series of lessons learning mountain
bike maintenance. This uses the
school's eight mountain bikes and is in
preparation for the Cairngorm trip later in
the year. Thank you to Bob for sharing
his enthusiasm and expertise with us.
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As part of their S1 SMART course,
each pupil has been able to improve
their skills on the climbing wall. For
some this has been conquering new
heights, others improving technique
and learning how to safely belay other
climbers.
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Sharing good practice
Teachers have been involved in learning visits this month- spending time
visiting other teachers this week to spot and share good practice in learning
and teaching.
So far, some of the things they have identified
are:
* The good use of displays to reinforce
vocabulary
* Using a variety of 5 activities in one lesson,
which kept pupils fully engaged throughout
* Utilising review questions to check understanding and reinforce learning
intentions
* Collaborative feedback where pupils correct or offer additions to answers
already given to the teacher
* Pupils being in a routine of using recap, talking and asking questions before
the lesson begins
Our Good Practice visits continue for the rest of the week and have been led
by our Learning & Teaching Working Group.

Positive Steps

Shukulani, from our partner school in Malawi,
with his Mum following surgery earlier this year
to correct the contracture of his eye..

The non uniform day took
place on the last day of term,
and a total of £97 was raised
for this charity, who support
surgical procedures in Malawi
for those who cannot afford it.
A huge thank you to all!
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Advanced Higher Geography
The Advanced Higher Geography course provides plenty of opportunity for pupils
to take charge of their learning and conduct research, including fieldwork. The
difference in S6 is that pupils plan their own - including risk assessment, data
collection, analysis and logistics. This year, three Advanced Higher pupils are
completing their own independent research pieces. Two of them have given us a
snapshot of their work so far:

For my Geographical Study I decided to investigate the influence of the
surrounding land on the water quality of a river. I chose the River Peffery as it
passes through forestry, farm land and the built up urban area being Dingwall.
This involved looking at an OS map of Dingwall and the surrounding area,
finding sites close to the river that would be accessible.
I found 4 sites within each of the three different land uses. At each site I collected
water samples, identified some of the biota in the river, and tested out my own
DIY turbidity tube. Turbidity is the measure of at which point water loses its
transparency - you might be happy to know that the Dingwall waters were ‘too
clear’ for my tube as I was only able find one site with water dirty enough to use
this! To collect biota samples I used the kick sampling technique which involves
placing a net against the flow of the river in front of you and literally kicking to
disturb the river bed and catch some river beasties. With the water samples I took
back to school, I will test their pH and other factors.
Amber Drummond (S6)
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For my Geographical Study I am looking at poverty
in relation to the different attitudes
towards to the responses to climate change. I am
doing this by sending a survey out to the
public on the internet.
In this survey I asked a number of open and closed questions, as well as getting the people
to also tell me their postcode and occupation. I am then going to use the postcode
information to create a map of all the survey responses. I will use the map and postcodes to
look on the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation so I can give each postcode a value to
show how deprived that area is. I will also use the map to map the land use in each of
these postcodes.
Both the information from landuse and the deprivation index could match up with the
occupations of the people living there. So for example if an area is not very deprived and it’s
primary land use is fishing, in theory the people completing the survey could have an
occupation linked to fishing.
I am also interested in how a person’s wealth influences their responses in the survey. So for
example, do people living in wealthier areas agree with some of the methods being used to
tackle climate change more than less well off people because they tend to be more
educated?
Age is another factor I am taking into consideration. I am looking at whether there is a clear
link between age and whether a person disagrees or agrees with the methods I asked
about.

Lexanne Stewart 11
S6
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Head Teacher Drop-in:
12 & 26th February 2019, 5-6pm
th

Ski Trip Departs- Friday 25th Jan, PM
Returns- Saturday 2nd Feb
S1 Parents Evening- Wed 13th February
S4-6 reports issued 15th February
February long weekend- School closes at
1:15pm, 15th February
Opens to staff- Wed 20th FEB (INSET)
Opens to students- THURSDAY 21st Feb
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